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No. 1a - Scale and triad of e-flat minor
Only one octave has been written out: you should of course cover more
octaves, with accents and with rhythmical variations!
No. 1b
The triad is difficult, because only black keys are played. This makes it good
practice though. When you can play this triad in quiet tempo, without
faltering, you can look on it as a proof that you know the keyboard pretty
well.
No. 1c
This exercise is also very useful. It is made up of the notes of the scale,
with 2 successive notes being repeated each time.
Play this exercise very, very slowly, not quicker than 2 notes per second.
Lift the fingers high, just as high as you can, and play legato.
Keep the volume of sound constant: in other words, play all the notes
equally loud.

No. 2 - Gurlitt: Part of a Sonatina
The melody of this piece requires a nice, clear performance, legato and
melodious.
The grace note before beat 1 of bar 7 should be played just before the
principal note. For a while, leave the grace note out when you practise this
part (e.g. bar 5 - 9). As soon as you have the melody well in mind you can
add the grace note.
After bar 24 you start from the beginning again. Note that the second time
you must omit bars 17 to 24 and carry on with bar 25.
On the right of bar 1 you will see: p - mf. This means: the first time piano,
the second time mezzo-forte. Do not forget the crescendos and
decrescendos. When you are playing softly, the first time, you should reach
a volume of about mf during a crescendo. The second time the volume of
sound should of course increase proportionally, which from mf would be to
about forte.
In bar 27 the expression ‘perdendosi’ is written, which means dying away.
So, you play more softly all the time, gradually slackening the tempo. This
is emphasised by the repeat of the notes of bar 25, which last twice as long
the second time they are played.
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This prolongation of the duration of the notes in music is called
‘augmentation’.
No. 3 - Ludvig van Beethoven: Melody
A quintet is a work for 5 instruments. Beethoven wrote this quintet, Opus
16, for piano and 4 wind-instruments: oboe, clarinet, horn and bassoon. It
is a big work consisting of three movements. In this lesson you find the
beginning of the second movement (andante).
This movement is started by the piano; later the other instruments join in.
The piano-part of the beginning has not been simplified; it is the original
arrangement by Beethoven himself.
When practising you had better start by counting the time in fours. The left
hand plays half-beat notes: 1-and, 2-and, 3-and, 4-and. Later on, you can
count it in twos. In the right hand you will find notes to be played halfway
between the notes for the left hand (bars 2, 4, 5 and 6). Do not hurry these
‘quick’ notes!
Be careful that the left-hand plays on very regularly so that it keeps you in
time.
Play the change from bar 2 to bar 3 without the grace note until you have
got the correct rhythm in your mind: then you can add the grace note.
The important point in this music is the legato-playing of the left hand. It
should be supple yet controlled quiet and regular. You can probably hear
that the left hand has a countermelody of its own, with auxiliary notes which
are repeated each time (softly!). In bars 13 and 14 in particular you can
clearly hear a ‘second part’.
In order to be able to play this left-hand part legato, you will need to pay
sufficient attention to the fingering, e.g. at the change between bars 3 and
4. If you carelessly use any fingers that may happen to be near the keys
to be pressed down, you will find it impossible to play legato without
interruptions.
On the other hand, the main theme must not be neglected. It should be
played melodiously and so as to dominate the accompaniment. Don’t forget
the phrasing, either.
The tempo is andante. This refers to the half beats. Each melody note in
bar 1 should therefore last as long as one step.
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No. 4 - Telemann: Gigue
A gigue is a lively dance, mostly in 6-beat time, of Scottish origin. The Scots
call it a Jig. It often occurs as part of a suite. (If you do not remember what
this is you will have to read lesson 18).
The intention here is for the left-hand part also to be brought out clearly.
You will see that the left- and righthand parts show great resemblance from
a rhythmical standpoint: quick figures of 3 notes per bar-part (there is one
note on each beat), alternated by notes that last 3 beats each. When the
left hand is playing long notes, the right hand is mostly playing quick notes,
and vice versa.
First practise it in slow tempo!

GEORG PHILIPP TELEMANN (1681 – 1767)
He lived in Germany. For his legal studies he went to Leipzig. Here he was
soon given commissions to compose church cantatas for the famous
Thomas-Church, and after a while decided to become a musician for good.
He later accepted various appointments at royal courts.

Playing in time continued
The most important points to be noted are:

The metre (the regular beat).
Particularly if you do not have a strong natural feeling for this should you
always note in advance what measure the piece to be played is in. You then
know when an accent should be made: every 3 beats in 3-beat time; every
6 beats, in 6-beat time, with a weaker accent halfway through each beat.
The same applies to 2-beat time, 4-beat time, etc.
A beat like this would naturally be most clear when counted aloud, with a
firm accent on ONE. This expedient hinders real music making, however,
since the sound of this timekeeping produces a dull dry effect incompatible
with any form of artistic pleasure.
It is much better to follow the melody while you count so that you count in
singing style.
This requires some practice. On ONE make an accent.
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Another method which is frequently used is to tap the time with the foot,
or with a very light nod of the head which is hardly noticeable, on the whole
beats.
It is not advisable to use a metronome, which is a loudly ticking clockwork.
This instrument can be useful to indicate the starting-tempo or to check
that we have not started playing more quickly or slowly, but the rigid ticking
is not really suitable for our purpose.
In music there are slight variations of tempo at moments of greater or
lesser tension, which are one of the major factors in producing an
interesting performance. But the regular unvarying tick of a clock will
naturally tend to produce a similarly unvarying performance which will
sound pedantic and lifeless.

Reading.
Most mistakes are made with notes of 1/4 beat, 1/8 beat, etc., for which
notes of 1/3, 1/4 beats are often played. This is not specifically a question
of musicality, but more one of inattention or carelessness, or even a feeling
of not wanting to be bothered about ‘trifles’ like that.
Just play some pieces from previous lessons and check this very exactly.
You will almost certainly notice that there are all sorts of small mistakes in
your playing which could have been avoided by a little more attentiveness.
From now on make it a habit to play neatly.

Being able to hear in your mind what you are reading is mostly a matter
of development by practice.
Restricting ourselves to the beat for the moment, just try to read the exact
rhythm of nos. 2, 3 and 4 of this lesson. In the beginning do it one hand at
a time; read attentively and try to hear in your mind the correct duration
of the notes. You can also tap out the rhythm, which is a good exercise to
promote playing in time.
However, even without tapping you should be able to feel the correct
rhythm.
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No. 1 - Scale and triad of b-flat minor
No. 1a
Practise this scale first with each hand separately, for it is not an easy one.
Play slowly and be careful to use the correct fingers and the correct keys.
Try to produce good tones. Gradually start to play a little less slowly. You
really can do this if you do not give in to thoughts like: “This is too difficult;
I shall never manage it”. Practically everybody (even famous pianists) has
had such thoughts; the thing is not to give them a chance to get the better
of you. Studying the piano is not just a matter of practising the fingers but
it also means patience and developing will-power and optimism.
No. 1b
Again, play with your wrist relaxed (and your arm!); each chord should be
played in one movement. The triad should be memorised just like the scale.

No. 2 - Johann Sebastian Bach: Minuet
The famous composer Johann Sebastian Bach had a big family, the
members of which displayed various degrees of musical talent. Several
members of the family had music books in which they wrote all sorts of
pieces they liked which they had heard from other people. Bach himself
also wrote a piece now and then for the collection his wife and sons made
in one of these books. It has been thought that all the music pieces in these
books were composed by J.S. Bach himself, but this was later shown to be
incorrect.
This minuet was found in the music book of Bach’s wife, Anna Magdalena,
and is often attributed to Bach. Whether he wrote it or not cannot be said
for certain, but this makes no difference to the musical value of this fine,
graceful minuet.
It is written polyphonically. So, pay attention to the ‘second part’; it is not
so easy to make it heard as an independent melody. The performance
symbols are different for the left and right hand: while one hand plays
staccato, the other one often has notes that should be played legato.
Therefore, play each hand separately, several times, concentrating on the
articulation and phrasing in particular. When you start playing with both
hands together, do it very slowly at first.
Opinions diverge about the correct tempo for a minuet. Originally the
minuet was a dance in fairly slow tempo, and of French origin. Haydn and
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Mozart wrote both quick minuets and slow ones, while Beethoven returned
to the slow tempo. This makes it difficult to give fixed rules.
This minuet sounds nicest when it is played in a controlled style in fairly
quiet tempo.

No. 3 - Etude
This is a short but nonetheless very useful etude.
The right hand has quick figures of four notes per beat, while the left hand
plays a descending bass-figure, in which the notes are joined two by two.
The most difficult thing is to combine these two parts, each having to be
played in a different manner.

You should pay careful attention to the general note picture, particularly
while practising the right-hand part. Do not play note by note, but take it
in group by group and choose the hand position so that it can play a whole
group of notes. Each bar has two similar groups of four notes, which form
a chord. Give the first note of each group an accent! Keep to the indicated
fingering, otherwise you’ll never learn to play such figures fluently. The
notes should be played one after another in one flowing movement, and
this is only possible if you do not have to pay attention to each figure
separately, note by note.
When this has been accomplished it should be comparatively easy to attend
to the performance of the left hand. It must be very clearly heard which
two notes belong to each other each time, so join the first note under a slur
to the second one and make this latter very short.
All in all, the interpretation of this short etude makes pretty high demands.
The point is to perform the whole piece fluently and loosely, with reasonable
speed and supple, accurate movements. If you find you do not succeed
quickly enough, practise it very slowly for a time and in sections, especially
the changes from one bar to another. For instance, play the passages
formed by the second part of bar 1 and the first part of bar 2 (see the
bracket on the right of the stave) many times in succession, until you can
play them fluently, automatically and without difficulty. The same applies
to the following bars. Play a little quicker each time. Practising pieces in
this way may seem a method which takes up much time and requires a lot
of patience, but in fact you will advance more quickly in this way and, what
is still more important: you are learning them the correct way.
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No. 4 - Johannes Brahms: Waltz
To conclude this lesson, we give a passage from one of the best-known
works of Brahms: his waltz opus 39 no. 15. This waltz was originally written
as a piano duet, which means for two players on one piano. In one of the
following lessons you will find a piano duet.
The waltz in this lesson was later arranged for a piano solo.
The waltz-accompaniment should sound neat: the bass-note on beat 1 is
long and has an accent, the chords on beats 2 and 3 should be played more
softly and shortly. This way the complete accompaniment forms a quiet
background for the melody.
In bar 3 the right hand plays two grace notes just before the melody note
on beat 2. This is called a ‘Schleifer’: two or more descending or ascending
notes preceding a melody-note. They lead to it, in this case in descending
direction. See to it that the melody-note falls exactly on the beat; strike
the grace notes lightly just before the melody-note. The same applies in
bar 18.
In the second section the right hand plays two notes several times, and
there are also some chords with 3 notes. Listen carefully to the beautiful
harmony this produces.

Pay ample attention to good articulation: in between the slurs there should
be a short interruption while the last note under a slur should be sounded
a little more softly and shortly. Sometimes you play portato indicated by
staccato-dots with a slur: here you do not give the notes their full duration
but still continue them a little longer than staccato-notes.
Play as beautifully as you can, with loose supple movements, and listen
carefully to your own playing.

JOHANNES BRAHMS (1833 – 1897)
He was born in Hamburg but spent most of his life in Vienna. He became
famous during his lifetime, not only as a pianist, and conductor of his own
works, but being considered one of the most important composers of his
century (the Romantic age).
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No. 1 - Scale and triad of f minor
No. 1a
Try to play this scale by heart, over more octaves and with rhythmical
variations.
And… most important of all try to produce good tones.
No. 1b
In this triad there is quite a big gap in between the fourth finger and the
fifth. This is a good exercise for increasing the span of your hand. If your
wrist is kept supple you should succeed. If your hand and arm get tired and
stiff this may be caused by either or both of two things: you are not
sufficiently relaxing your muscles, or you are practising too long at a stretch.
It is better to practise for a short while each time, but often.
No. 1c
The scale in triplets, starting with an anacrusis. Give the first note of each
triplet an accent. You should also play it going back to your starting-point
and over 2 or more octaves.

No. 2 - Chabrier: Espana
This is part of the Espana Rhapsody, which was originally a work for an
orchestra. A rhapsody is a piece of music for one or more instruments in
which folk melodies are often used for the themes. In this case they are
Spanish melodies, as you can tell from the character of the music. The piece
included in this lesson consists of two sections which differ in various
respects.
The first part is played forte and mainly staccato: wrist-staccato! The wrist
is the hinge.
Both notes of each chord should be heard clearly.
In this part it sounds attractive when the bass-notes of the waltzaccompaniment are played short, so do not join them to the chords on beat
2.
To start with, count steadily, so that you produce a clear lively rhythmic
effect.
The second part is played softly, with good melodious tone. Give each first
beat a clear accent, which should not be too strong, though. Keep your
right hand still, but relaxed. We often see the hand going up emphatically
with each melody-note. Here this is completely superfluous, and it will
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make you play stiffly, note by note, which breaks the melody up into bits
so that the piece doesn’t sound melodious. Try to hear each phrase as one
complete group; when you start a phrase, you should have the end of it
already in your mind.
Note the fingering, especially in the triplets. Spread the triplets exactly over
one beat. (Keep in time with your left hand!)
Bars 31 and 32 form a preamble to bar 1, from which you play on until the
Fine in bar 16, without any interruption.

EMMANUEL CHABRIER (1841 – 1894)
This French composer lived from 1841 - 1894. He worked as a lawyer at
the Department of Justice in Paris at first. However, the musical studies
which he started in the meantime eventually led him to devote himself
entirely to music in 1879. He composed both serious and comic operas and
musical comedies, and also a good deal of piano-music.

No. 3 – Czerny: Etude
This etude is not difficult when played in a slow tempo. Make the notes for
the left hand very short. According to the pauses, they should last half a
beat, but the staccato-dots halve their duration, here to a quarter beat.
This means that the note for the left hand ends as soon as the right hand
joins in.
The notes for the left hand should be played with some emphasis. You can
hear then that they form the melody of the etude.
The notes for the right hand form the accompaniment, this time. These
accompanying notes should be played very lightly. ‘Leggiero’ (sometimes
abbreviated ‘legg.’) means lightly, airily. So, the keys should be struck
without much force. Make very light finger movements. After playing the
third note the hand goes up quickly. Do not lift the hand up too high; you
should be able to keep in easy touch with the keys.
In wider chords, such as in bars 2, 4, etc., the right hand makes slight
turning movements. This should happen automatically if you relax the
muscles of hand and wrist. A forced position prevents fluent playing.
An important point in this etude is regular playing. Particularly in a quick
tempo (which is the case here) it often occurs that the 4 notes in each beat
do not follow each other in a strictly regular tempo. Check this by counting
aloud, while you divide each beat into four.
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It is particularly useful to do this when you can already play this etude in a
fairly quick tempo.
In a quick tempo like this there is a
considerable likelihood of your faltering in bars
7 and 8. The right hand does not play the same
chord during the whole bar, but a different one
on each beat. You can even hear a melody in
it, a countermelody. To practise this difficult
passage, you should not do the whole etude
again each time, but take these two bars
separately. Play it in a slow tempo several
times, sometimes striking each group of 3
notes for the right hand all together.

No. 4 - Johann Sebastian Bach: Minuet
Another minuet from Anna Magdalena’s Music Book. The composer of this
minuet is again not known for certain.
The way of playing is mostly quite different here from no. 3. Instead of a
light touch the keys should be pressed with some force in this piece. So do
not end up with them somewhere halfway, but press them right down. This
applies mainly to the notes to be held down and not to those to be played
quickly, softly and short.
Bar 31 (beat 1): Pay attention to the time. Play and count this part slowly
at first: 1 - and -a- 2. If you do not succeed this way, you could try playing
each note for the left hand twice, as half-beat notes:
The 3rd note for the right-hand, D, falls exactly
halfway between two notes for the left hand.
In this minuet the articulation is very important.
Play the notes with a staccato-dot really staccato,
especially those for the left hand. This becomes
most difficult when you have to play legato with
the other hand. In this case, however, a
counterpart played staccato makes a good
contrast, so pay special attention to this.
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Listening to music
Listening to music is very important for your musical education. Not
superficially and passively, but trying to hear what is happening in the fields
of timing, rhythm, volume of sound, articulation and the progress of various
parts.
This applies to piano-music as well as to music for other instruments, and
also to music for orchestra. Prick up your ears and try to discover how a
certain effect is produced. It may sometimes happen that you will say: “Is
that done like that? I must try it too.” Try also to recognise certain
characteristics of composers and their times. For example, for Bach, Handel
and their contemporaries you may recognise polyphony. For Debussy, a
French composer who lived considerably later, the ‘painting’ of sounds and
the expression of moods is characteristic. For other composers you know
of, what can you recognise?
A good book about music and composers would help you to a better
understanding of the music and the time in which it originated. All this
would be reflected in your playing, since you would see and express more
of the finer points. In this way your playing could become more musical all
the time.
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No. 1 - Scale and triad of C minor
No. 1a
You will remember that the major scale of C has only white keys. The minor
scale of C, however, has instead of E, E-flat, (the minor third) and instead
of A, A-flat. Play this scale with various rhythmical variations again, as with
no. 1 of lesson 41.
No. 1b
In lesson 47 you played the triad with an accent every 3 beats. Do the
same in this exercise. While you play count as follows: 1, 2, 3; 1, 2, 3. Play
it over 3 octaves and back again, and you will arrive at 1 again with the
last note.

No. 2 - P.I. Tschaikowsky: Theme from Capriccio italien
During a journey through Italy Tschaikowsky wrote a fantasy for orchestra,
in which he included some Italian folksongs that he heard on the way. The
most famous one is the melody of no. 2 in this lesson.
In the orchestra this melody is played by the oboes, while the echo-motives
in bar 5/6 and 9/10 are performed on the flutes. When you play it on the
piano use the pauses before the echo to move your hand into position
quickly.
Note the articulation-symbols. The notes under one slur should be played
legato. The others can, but need not, be played legato. They should follow
each other as closely as if you were singing the tune.
When you have an opportunity to hear an orchestra play the piece, you
should listen carefully how it is played, paying particular attention to tempo,
whether it is legato or non-legato, and the beautiful crescendo in bar 10.
After that you should try to perform the piece on the piano as well as you
can.
If you do not remember how to play the thirds legato, we advise you to
repeat the exercises of lesson 24.
The notes for the left hand, followed by a pause, should end exactly at the
time indicated. So, count carefully!
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PETER ILITCH TSCHAIKOWSKY (1840 – 1893)
This Russian composer lived from 1840 - 1893. He composed various sorts
of music: operas, ballet music, choral-works, concertos for violin and piano,
etc. Of his original music for piano you should be able to play various parts
of his “Album- for the Young” (Cat. no. 3435) by now.

No. 3 - Exercise
This exercise is a preamble to the playing of the short trills which occur in
no. 4 (bars 9 and 14).
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Trill
A trill consists of two notes which are played in (more or less) quick
succession:
For example:

Which is written like this:

The repetition of the notes of the trill is indicated by a zigzag line.
The lowest note of the trill is called the principal note, the other one the
auxiliary note. *)
In short trills the principle and auxiliary notes alternate a few times only.
The art of it is to play these trills not only sufficiently quickly but also
regularly and controlled. A trill is meant as a musical ornament and should
therefore be performed in a beautiful way.
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First, we will practise some preliminary exercises for playing trills. See no.
3. The figures of no. 3 are actually not ordinary trills; each figure has 4
notes and not 2 as the actual trill has. We could call it a trill with an afterbeat, something which we shall explain later on.
In order to play an ornament like this regularly and in correct time we had
better start by dividing it up rhythmically, throughout the beat e.g. five
notes per beat. Such a division of the beat in fifths is called a quintuplet;
this is indicated by the figure 5 beside the connecting line.
Count the quintuplet in no. 3 out first:
1 2 3 4 5,

1 2 3 4 5,

1…

Tap the time; on each ‘1’ and each ‘2’ a tap (each whole beat). Be careful
that all the notes last equally long.
*) In this case the principal note is written bigger and it has a stem; the
auxiliary note is small and does not have a stem. This is not always the
case: the reverse also occurs.

No. 4 - Joseph Haydn: Trio of the Minuet from the 2nd Divertimento
A divertimento is a piece of music in several movements which shows
considerable resemblance to a sonata. The movements are shorter,
however, and it has a rather lighter and more playful character.
Divertimento means pleasure or amusement (diversion), in other words, it
is light music, which was played centuries ago during the parties of royal
or noble families, mostly by a small orchestra.
Play this trio with graceful articulation, in the left hand as well. In the right
hand you will often find a note which is repeated regularly and which you
should consider as an auxiliary note to be played more softly. This occurs
in almost all the phrases, for example the C’s in bar 1.
Also note the echo-effect, which should be clearly heard; after the first
phrase which is played mezzo-forte (moderately loud), there is a slightly
different repeat (at the end of bar 2) but this time softly. This happens
several times. Make this echo-effect very clear since it makes the piece
even more attractive.
The tempo should be rather slow.
The trills in bars 9 and 14: in bar 9 there is actually no time for a trill since
part of the beat is needed for the after-beat, formed by the two small notes
which follow on the zigzag-line.
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In bar 14 there is a real trill, without an after-beat.
The examples on the right of the stave indicate how the trills can be
performed. They both give a division of the beat into fifths, as you practised
in no. 3. Count again:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5; 1,
At the second 1 you will arrive at the following whole beat, if you have done
it correctly. While practising tap the time with your foot, on the whole beats.
(As soon as you master a piece this should no longer be necessary).
In bar 14 there is no new melody-note on beat 2 after the trill, but the
principal note *) of the trill is struck for the last time and is held down until
beat 3. An ornament always ends with the principal note. So, on beat 2 at
the end of the zigzag-line there is a continuation dot instead of d. The left
hand doesn’t play another chord, either.
An expedient to help keep in time, however, is to strike the chord G - B for
the left hand exactly on beat 2, and together with the D for the right hand,
until you have the rhythm well in your mind.

No. 5 – Ludvig Schytte: Etude
This etude requires ‘finger-work’ in the right hand. Keep your hand still, the
fingers should do the work. There should be strict regularity. The volume
of sound is ‘forte’ so the fingers must make firm movements. Check
whether the fingers change simultaneously so that one finger does not
remain on a key while the other one is already pressing down the following
one.
Pay attention to your left-hand playing: make all staccato-notes equally
short. It makes it easier when you realise that they should last as long as
one note in the right hand.
Be careful that the 4th beats of bars 1, 2, 3, etc., in which the right hand
plays only one note, last long enough. The notes on these 4th beats should
be short, and then during the rest there is a pause.
The principal note of a trill is always the lower one of the two. It is not
important here with which note the trill is started. It is important to know
this if you, for example, do not want to play the trill. In older music in
particular, it was often left to the player whether and how he wanted to
perform the ornaments.
It may also happen that you are playing the music for an audience. If you
do not feel sufficiently sure about the performance of the trills, you could
play just the principal notes instead. Then in this minuet, in bar 9 only the
6
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a should sound on the 3rd beat, followed by G in bar 10 (legato!) In bar 14,
beat 1, D is played and lasts for two beats, since there is a continuation dot
on beat 2, while on beat 3 there is a new melody-note which also forms the
beginning of a new phrase. Do not play legato here.

Or:

Playing by heart I
It may happen that you would like to play something but have to give up
the idea since there is no music to play from. Involuntarily you think of the
people who can play pieces by heart, apparently without difficulty. You sigh
pathetically: “I wish I could, but the trouble is I have no memory for music!”.
Sometimes we are asked if anything can be done about this; whether in
fact one can learn to play by heart.
The reply to this is that playing by heart is a question of both talent and
practice. Talent cannot be altered (you may have little or a lot) but its
development can be improved, which is a very important factor. It can and
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does happen that someone with only a limited talent can develop it so well
that he gives better performances than a more naturally gifted person.
If you would like to play by heart, try to develop whatever talent you have
as well as you can.
The essentials of playing by heart can be split up into three factors:
1. Memory for the note-image, or visual memory, as it is called. This is the
ability to imagine the printed music and play from it.
2. Memory for the playing-movements, the motoric memory. When you
have performed a movement a number of times, the muscles can perform
it automatically, without any necessity for you to think.
3. Memory of the sound, the acoustic memory as this is called. Tones,
melodies, chords are remembered and reproduced on the instrument.
These 3 sorts of memories are present in each person in different
proportions. Some people have a strong visual memory while others rely
on their motoric memories.
It is therefore not possible to give directions that apply to everyone; each
case should be considered separately, and each person should see which
one of the three factors is most suitable for development.
The

best

results

(to be continued).
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No. 1 - Scale and triad of g minor
No. 1a
While you play, pay attention to the correct position: upright but relaxed,
especially relax the muscles of the back and shoulders. It has often been
noticed that pupils who do not do this press their elbows close to their body.
This causes an incorrect position of the hand; the back of the hand should
be horizontal.
Now sit relaxed (but upright!) at the piano. Your arms should hang down
loosely; then place your hands on the keys. The fingers should be bent, so
that they will have their tips downwards; the back of the hand should be
horizontal, as an extension of the forearm. The upper arm should be able
to move freely and loosely from the shoulder.
No. 1b
Play the triad in one supple flowing movement. Add the usual variations
again or make them up for yourself, as we have explained in previous
lessons.
No. 1c
This is a variation-possibility which we have not yet seen before: a triplet
followed by a whole-beat-note. So, you count:
1-and-a - 2

-

3-and-a- 4

1-and-a-etc.

Tap the time with your foot on each whole beat.
All these variations are not only useful for learning to play triads even more
fluently, since they occur so often in pieces of music, but also for learning
to recognize rhythms quickly and perform them in the correct way. You are
getting familiar with all these different rhythmical figures and this will
facilitate the practice of many pieces of music turning up later.

No. 2 - Löschorn: Etude
Start your practice in slow tempo with wide, strong finger-movements and
a clear touch. Play only with your fingers, and don’t let any notes sound
weaker even when played by the less willing fingers. The notes should
follow each other regularly and there should be no interruptions when the
fingers move to another key.
Make sure the position of the hand is correct, as we explained under 1a.
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Although from a technical point of view the right hand is the most important
one, you should not forget to pay sufficient attention to the left hand. In
particular watch such points as: long notes should be continued; the chords
in the last passage should be joined two by two, the last chord should sound
a little more softly and shortly.
Count carefully in the last bars, starting from bar 26: 1-and- 2-and- etc.
In bar 27 there are only notes on beats 1 and 3. On beats 2 and 4 there is
a rest.

KARL ALBERT LÖSCHORN (1819 – 1905)
He was a German pianist and composer. He composed a lot of studies for
piano. You could try some other pieces from our edition no. 2203, from
which this study has been chosen, if you wish.

No. 3 - Telemann: Arioso
Telemann, a contemporary of Bach and Handel, composed, amongst other
things, 36 Fantasias for clavichord, the common keyboard-instrument of
that time. The Fantasias each consist of several fairly short sections: this
arioso is a section from one such Fantasia.
It offers an excellent opportunity to practise trills. On the right of the stave
it has in several cases been indicated how they should be performed. There
are mostly four trill-notes in one beat; in trills without an after-beat there
are sometimes five (bars 6, 26, 27). In the latter the principal note (always
the lowest) is, after the beat subdivided into five, played on the 3rd. beat
and continued until the following melody-note.
The trill-notes should be divided regularly over the beats. To get the timing
right in your mind, it is useful to play the piece without trills for a while.
Instead of the trill you play just the principal note (the lowest one).
In the examples beside the stave you see that almost all the trills start with
the higher note of the two. This first note of the trill is each time written
larger and has a stem; but it is not the principal note (for the lower note is
the principal note). It is the upper-second; the second note upwards from
the principal note.
Usually it sounds better to start a trill with the upper-second. There is one
exception, however; if the melody-note which precedes the trill is the same
note as the upper-second of the trill. In this case we start with the principal
note. Just look at bar 12. The last melody-note before the trill is E-flat (bar
11, beat 3). If we start the trill with the upper-second (E-flat), this E-flat
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would be played twice in succession, which does not sound very nice; we
therefore start the trill this time with the principal note (D).
Play the phrase which starts in bar 11 a number of times, and start the trill
one time with d and another time with E-flat. You can hear the difference
quite clearly.
Make a clear distinction between the figure in bar 3 (beat 1) and the subdivision into two half beats in bar 7 (beat 1).

No. 4 - Schöne Minka. (Beautiful Minka)
In this piece the right hand mostly plays two parts.
Don’t forget to hold down the notes which should last for the whole bar.
The hand should turn a little towards the thumb. The highest notes (the
leading melody) should all sound out clearly.
The left hand is not difficult. The slurs indicate that the notes should be
played legato. It makes a pleasant variation, however, to play the notes for
the left hand portato, separated from each other. It reminds us of a guitar
or lute-accompaniment. The right hand plays all notes of the phrase legato,
of course.
Do not be satisfied to play this piece almost correctly. A fairly simple piece
like this should be practised particularly thoroughly, so that you really
perform it well.

Playing by heart II
Each type of memory can be assisted by systematically looking for the
connection in the things to be remembered. Compare the following:
If someone orders you to learn the following series of figures by heart and
to remember them as long as possible:
12 - 24 - 36 - 48 - 60 - 72 - 84 - 96 - 108 - 120, and you do this without
thinking, it will cost you a lot of effort and time.
When you recognize the 12-times table in them however, you can do it in
a flash: The only thing you have to remember is the figure twelve, and then
you are able to mention the required series at any moment.
Another example:
9 - 14 - 24 - 29 - 39 - 44 - 54 - 59 - 69 - 74.
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This is a little more complicated: (adding 5 and 10 in turns to 9), but it is
still easier to remember than each figure separately.
Well, in music it is almost the same. If you consider a melody or an
accompaniment as separate notes without any connection, you are forced
to remember each figure by itself. If, however, you can find the connection
between the note-groups, so that you can recognize chords, for instance,
or part of a scale, you can master a number of notes all together.
It is therefore very important to analyse any piece you want to play by
heart. You work out the key, the timing, and the structure of the musical
sentences, (repetitions!). Then you try to recognize the chords. Rhythmical
and melodic figures which occur frequently can also help you to remember
the piece.
The more you know about chords, musical forms, etc., the easier it should
be for you to analyse the note-image and remember it.
For the acoustic memory you need something special. For it is not sufficient
to just remember a melody. You also need to be able to find it on the piano;
you should know which keys are to be struck to produce which notes.
This is actually the main problem. Most people can sing, hum or whistle
folksongs, famous marches, opera-melodies, etc., which proves that they
have an acoustic memory; but you need something more to be able to play
these melodies on an instrument without hesitation.
If you wish to play either a simple melody, or a work with many parts by
heart, the point is whether you are able to reproduce the sounds, which
you can hear inside you, on the piano.
This is actually no question of memory anymore but of knowledge and skill.
Well, you can acquire knowledge by study and skill by practice. These
factors are therefore fully independent of the ‘talent for remembering
something’.
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